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About Us 

About

OBJECTIVES
  -Television ratings increase
  -Drive tune-in to sample October 20th, at 11pm

TARGET AUDIENCE
  -18 to 24 year old guys (and as high as 34 year olds). 
  -They love the Judd Apatow sense of humor 

THE DELIVERABLES
  -Create & distribute a viral ‘Recruitment Video’
  -Target relevant blogs to garner editorial coverage
  -Leverage digital influencers:
    -Six unique, branded content videos
    -Two live, interactive viewing parties during premiere



Executive Summary
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VIDEO VIEWS
  Recruitment Video - 396,018
  Influencer Videos -  3,220,569
  Total  - 3,616,587

SOCIAL MEDIA MENTIONS
  Total  - 26,831

FACEBOOK GROWTH
  Additional Fans - 14,795



Recruitment Video
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ABOUT
In order to generate buzz for the Blue Mountain State season 2   
premiere we created a mock recruitment video that we distributed 
through popular blogs and UGC video sites. 

The satirical nature and over-the-top innuendo in the video was instru-
mental in gaining us high-profile coverage and postive editorial com-
mentary. In the end, the program garnered 400k views.

	 TOTAL	VIEWS
	 396,018

	 TOP	PERFORMING	SITES
	 Break.com	-	365,235
	 Yahoo	Video	-	30,658
	

Recruitment Video



Influencer Videos
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ABOUT
Our “influencer network” played a critical role in driving online aware-
ness and buzz in the week leading up to the premiere of season 2.  This 
collection of original, influencer created content helped to generate over 
3 million viral views.

Furthermore, the influencers were excited about the content and created 
a total of 10 branded videos mentioning Blue Mountain State (over deliv-
ering by four videos). This genuine excitement and enthusiasm for the 
content helped make their videos among the most popular on YouTube - 
collectively garnering over 250 YouTube honors, appearing on the ‘Most 
Viewed’ page on YouTube & generating over 3 million viral video views.    

	 TOTAL	INFLUENCER	VIEWS
	 	3,220,569

Influencer Videos
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PHIL DEFRANCO (AKA SXEPHIL)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6eiVMV7mB08
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnvP0vwXm54
YouTube Views:  2.120,681

‘

MAKE ME BAD 35
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SZnn3x8zb4
YouTube Views:  329,312

TOBY TURNER (AKA TOBUSCUS)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuSmo9OmbMY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8FrNX4MQ5q4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ol31qVNp2-E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eq_9Mh4MuBU
YouTube Views:  298,890

LIKE TOTALLY AWESOME
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=me6_GIGg7bc
YouTube Views:  210,879

JOE NATION
http://www.youtube.com/joenationtv#p/a/u/0/dNH0ydfv-
YouTube Views:  143,269

CTFXC  (AKA CHARLES TRIPPY)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5nkoyV4TnE
YouTube Views:  117,538

Total Views:  3,220,569

Influencers Videos
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Interactive Viewing 
Parties
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ABOUT
Our two interactive viewing parties provided real time incentives for 
fans of our influencers to watch the show. The addition of the grand 
prize giveaways of $2000 was instrumental in driving participation, and 
ultimately, tune-ins to the premiere. The extra incentive was able to 
drive widespread awareness around the show and made Blue Moun-
tain State a trending topic on Twitter four times and also generated 
4,000 Blue Mountain State related tweets for that day.

	 VIEWERS
	 Charler	Trippy	(East	Coast)	-		5,000	viewership
	 Phil	Defranco	(West	Coast)	-		8,000	viewership

Interactive Viewing Parties
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The Creative: Concept One

TWITTER’S TRENDING TOPICS
As a direct result of the Influencer hosted interactive viewing parties, 
Blue Mountain State became a trending topic on Twitter on four 
separate occasions.

During the East Coast feed, Charles Trippy’s audience made ‘Blue 
Mountain’ the fourth highest trending topic in the US. His audience 
also pushed ‘#BMS’ & ‘BMS’ into trending topics within Canada.

During the West Coast feed, Phil Defranco’s audience made ‘#BMS’ the 
fourth highest trending topic. 

Highlights



Facebook
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ABOUT
As a result of our call to action to visit the Facebook fan page within 
the recruitment video (along with mentions, and links included within 
the influencer videos) the Facebook page grew considerably.

	 FANS
	 14,795	-	Additional	Facebook	Fans

Facebook



Social Media Mentions
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ABOUT
As a result of our outreach efforts we generated a great deal of 
relevant blog posts around the season 2 premiere. Furthermore, 
the majority of coverage and mentions generated were over-
whelmingly positive, and stemmed from the target audience.

	 SOCIAL	MEDIA	MENTIONS
	 26,831

	 SENTIMENT
	 97%	Positive

	 DEMOGRAPHICS
	 58%	Male
	 60%	Ages	21-35
 

Social Media Mentions
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Don Chavez: 130K Monthly Visitors
“Someone get me an application to Blue Mountain 
State asap.”

Unreality Mag: 820K Monthly Visitors 
“the best fake college ever”

The Bachelor Guy: 50K Monthly Visitors
“...any school that can work in a hot chick with a Shake Weight, class-
es in “tossing salad,” “polishing swords,” and “slapping the clown,” 
and a creepy old guy with a knee-length trouser schnauzer, is getting a 
tuition check from me. I’m definitely a BMer.”
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Gunaxin: 410K Monthly Visitors
“I’d go to school there, how about you? In case you haven’t figured it 
out, this is really an ad for the 2nd season of Blue Mountain State on 
Spike. They’ve caught our attention.”

Gorilla Mask: 550K Monthly Visitors
“Blue Mountain State looks like a great college.”



Key Takeaways
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The Blue Mountain State social media campaign garnered a great deal of 
coverage and awareness - making a measurable impact on viewership. 

As a direct result of our efforts we had Blue Mountain State received 
high-profile placement across social media channels. BMS became 
a Twitter trending topic on four occasions, earned over 250 YouTube 
honors, garnered over 3.5 million viral video views, and secured high-
profile/relevant blog coverage.

The initiative was a great step in building awareness, credibility, and 
viewership among the target audience.



Thank You


